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Chapter 1 'Gone Native'
Mainstreams and counter-currents in History - acculturation in colonial history usually seen as a one way process - adaptation by the colonial fringe to indigenous cultures in America, Africa and Australia - transculturists neglected by historians and anthropologists with a few exceptions - the neglect of Pacific transculturists in modern Pacific historiography.

Chapter 2 Contact Patterns
Beachcombing foreshadowed by Spanish voyagers - slow growth and dissemination of knowledge about the Pacific after the Age of Exploration - inaccuracy of maps - the growth of commerce - provisioning and sandalwood. In Hawaii - sporadic contact in Tahiti - missionaries - the pork trade - incidental contacts in Tonga - visited by Fijian sandalwood shipping - decline in Tonga - whaling and second mission period - sandalwood in Fiji a large scale trade - its decline - resurgence of shipping with beche-de-mer - absence of whalers in Fijian waters - The Marquesas - early contacts with ships bound to Hawaii - refuge for whalers and sealers - sandalwood - whalers on larger scale - Samoa - visited on a smaller scale until later whaling period - Rotuma - Wallis Is. - the size of the whaling industry - distribution of hunting - eastern Pacific more favoured by shipping than the west - beachcombers concentrated in Polynesia - numbers and period in Hawaii - Tahiti - Tonga - Fiji - Marquesas - Samoa - beachcombers never present in large concentrations.
Chapter 3  Choice and Fantasy In The Introduction to Beachcombing

Motives known only by circumstances of Arrival - voluntary and involuntary beachcomers in the respective island groups - apparent absence of premeditation - no ideology of escape or romance - personal background information cannot be correlated with beachcomber experiences - sailors fearful of Pacific islanders despite Noble Savage myth - high desertion rates due to shipboard conditions - short-term intentions - majority left island society early - varying circumstances, voluntary and involuntary - departure not due simply to failure to adjust - the example of boat-building beachcomers - many chose to stay despite intentions to leave - no strong indications of widespread beachcomber enchantment with beachcomber life - arrival and departure both determined by random factors - ambivalence the common element - return to civilization painful - beachcombers discontented - non-rational considerations - ambivalence points to psychological repression as a relevant factor - eighteenth and nineteenth century cult of the Noble Savage and sexual fantasies - primitivism a psychological reression - beachcombers seeking unattainable childhood dreams in island society - their sense of betrayal.

Chapter 4  The Beachcomber Identity

Beachcombers fail to develop a sense of common identity despite some spectacular friendships and some co-operation - beachcombers dispersed by islanders - beachcombers prefer this isolation - their quarrelsome ness - probably caused by personality disturbance occasioned by island experiences - Apollonian and Dionysian egos - beachcomber ambivalence towards and failure to identify with island society - their adaptation and conformity superficial and rational - unconsciously repressed hostility to island cultures - indifference to western society - apparent lack of identification with any groups or cultures - beachcomber restlessness - fatalism - carelessness - exuberance - giving - receiving - attitudes to work - to time - weak sense of guilt - lack of dignity - authority - property - the beachcomber personality the antithesis of the western industrial stereotype - seeking escape from psychological repression and thus escape from historical notice.
Chapter 5  Becoming an Islander

The possibility of complete integration - a learning theory of acculturation - emotional adjustment - stresses - the Island side of the assimilation relationship - Polynesian hospitality - reception and treatment of beachcombers in the various island groups - indigenous attitudes to beachcombers' property - the importance of property - acquired kinship by adoption and marriage - importance of relationships with women - status of beachcombers - beachcombers' attitudes a factor in assimilation - boredom and hostility - resistance to assimilation - conformity - its superficiality - five rules of survival and success in island society - conclusion.

Chapter 6  Beachcombers in Island Society

Introduction - goodwill towards beachcombers and their supposed divinity - attitudes to Europeans normally less favourable - contemptuous tolerance - beachcomber un bullied not great - chiefs' and commoners' attitudes contrasted - owning a beachcomber a point of prestige and more tangible utility - the value placed on them depended on circumstances - possessiveness pragmatic - ransom - beachcombers' relationships with chiefs - initially institutional, became personal - influence with chiefs limited - beachcombers firmly under chiefly control - exemption from tapu - chiefly authority undiminished - beachcombers as advisers - their roles in war and politics - in the Marquesas - in Tahiti - in Hawaii - in Samoa - in Tonga - in Fiji - firearms and indigenous warfare - Fiji continued - other beachcomber occupations in Island society - conclusion.

Chapter 7  Agents of Acculturation?

Castaways as agents of change - Polynesian interest in the exotic - this interest not related to cultural change - limitations on beachcombers' attempts to communicate information - islanders learning English - Hawaiians exceptional in their acquisition of European skills - respect for the confidentiality of skills in Polynesia - beachcombers' role in dramatic religious change in Samoa as an example - beachcomber reluctance to teach their skills - no marked changes in island society during the beachcomber era despite contemporary allegations of beachcombers corrupting the islanders - beachcomber evangelizing - encourage scepti-
cism - attempts to discourage cannibalism fail - scope for introducing change limited by the need to conform - beachcombers as intermediaries in contact situations - incipient traders but not yet on own account - their presence gives both parties confidence - introduction of disease? - trivial impact of beachcombers on island society.

Chapter 8 On the Fringes of European Expansion

Beachcombers not the vanguard of European expansion in a causal sense - generally poor reputation of beachcombers among contemporary Europeans - disdain - suspicion - not unjustified, but marked by a strong element of prejudice - beachcombers' relationships with Europeans better than prevailing hostile attitudes imply - their role in mediating between visitors and islanders useful but not necessary or always successful - their inability to control the contact situation - N.S.W. government attempts to control beachcombers - British and American naval patrols in the Pacific - British and American policies contrasted - island codes of law and Port regulations - missionaries' antagonism to beachcombers - their complaints of beachcomber hostility - these accusations suspect - misrepresentation - beachcombers' assistance for missionaries - some missionaries attempt to Christianize the beachcombers - but offer them little secular help and do them some injury - European attitudes to beachcombers examined in more detail in the light of related ideas about man and society through the example of the missionaries - missionaries' psychological insecurity - Vason's 'fall' - Europeans' psychological security threatened by the beachcomber example - hence their hostility.

Chapter 9 Decline and Epilogue

Beachcombers eclipsed by later arrivals who could meet island needs more fully - more intense contact made beachcombing less viable and reduced involuntary beachcombing - the beachcomber progeny - their number - identify with island cultures in early period - identity confusion of later beachcomber children - marriage preferences - their social and political influence - changing attitudes to beachcombers as their era passes - indicative of the European ambivalence to both beach-
combers and Polynesians - the significance of
beachcombing is the evocation of the European
unconscious.
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SUMMARY

The mainstremms of historical change are almost always accompanied by eddies and minor countercurrents. In the history of European imperial expansion the mainstream may be characterized as a process of territorial acquisition and dispossession, and economic, political and ideological domination and alienation. In the contact of different cultural traditions the onus of adaptation has lain with the non-European partner. The counter-current is represented by individuals on the frontier of expansion who became detached from the European mainstream and became assimilated to the culture of the people who were being colonized. The term 'transculturite' or 'transculturist' has been coined to describe these people.

In the Pacific islands, transculturists became known as beachcombers, and were composed mainly of deserters from the commercial shipping which touched at the various islands. To deserters were added a sprinkling of castaways and a leaven of escaped convicts.

Assimilation into Island cultures was a difficult process for most beachcombers. Its difficulty was due partly to the fact that thorough assimilation requires a fundamental personality adjustment and is not simply an enormous learning task. Most beachcombers were unable to make the necessary degree of adjustment because of a lack of motivation to do so, and because of an underlying hostility towards Polynesians and Polynesian society. The lack of motivation
is explained by the fact that most beachcombers saw themselves as only short-term residents in island society; the underlying hostility is explained by prevailing European attitudes towards non-European peoples of which the 'Noble Savage' fashion was but one aspect of an ambivalent and complex response.

Because of this lack of complete membership of island societies and also because of the continued independence and integrity of those societies, the beachcombers played no major part in political, social or cultural change during a period which is notable for the extremity of change. In this they were unique: other occupational categories in the Pacific had a vested interest in change and actively fostered it as a matter of policy. In their roles in island society the beachcombers were totally under the control of indigenous authority systems.

As mediators in culture-contact relationships the beachcombers had only a minor role to play, but their performance was subject to other variables over which they had no control. They dominated neither the relationships nor the parties involved. Nor could they enlighten either Polynesians or Europeans to any great extent about the cultural attributes of each other.

This relatively harmless, inactive role for the beachcombers and their inadequate assimilation is contrary to the views of their European contemporaries about them. Such views were in general and almost without exception, derogatory. The gap between contemporaries' attitudes and the reality is attributable to the unconscious repressions and fantasies about life in the 'state of nature' and about civilization which were current at the time.
Imperialism, the most powerful and fastest acting means of cultural (in a very broad sense) change, and at the same time the most respectable of policies in the eyes of members of the expanding society, was therefore almost totally denied by those who appear to have been its vanguard.